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Abstract. Customer service agents play an important role in bridging
the gap between customers’ vocabulary and business terms. In a scenario
where organisations are moving into semi-automatic customer service,
semantic technologies with capacity to bridge this gap become a neces-
sity. In this paper we explore the use of automatic taxonomy extraction
from text as a means to reconstruct a customer-agent taxonomic vocab-
ulary. We evaluate our proposed solution in an industry use case scenario
in the financial domain and show that our approaches for automated term
extraction and using in-domain training for taxonomy construction can
improve the quality of automatically constructed taxonomic knowledge
bases.

Keywords: Taxonomy extraction · Knowledge base construction ·
Conversational agents

1 Introduction

Customer service agents are charged with the role of identifying the intention
behind customer questions, retrieving the relevant business information that
address those queries, and expressing it in a form that the customer is able
to understand. However, the increasing demand for customer services and the
necessity to scale up a human workforce are an ongoing challenge for businesses.
To address that, organisations are turning to semi-automatic customer service
through the use of digital conversational agents (DCAs, also referred to as chat-
bots) for primary contact with customers, leaving human agents to deal mostly
with unusual or more complex customer queries.

Some of the challenges faced by DCAs are: the acquisition of domain knowl-
edge, and knowledge representation that can be audited by the business. Whereas
human agents may pass through training programmes to understand the busi-
ness they are working with, DCAs not only need to acquire knowledge about the
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business but also about the way customers express their informational needs.
Further, while it is expected that human agents would be responsible for the
provision of the correct information needed by the customer, DCAs cannot be
held legally responsible. Instead, businesses need to have means to audit the
knowledge used by these DCAs in order to minimise the error in the retrieval
of information. Therefore, DCAs need to make use of knowledge representation
mechanisms that are applicable to their tasks but also interpretable by humans.

In this paper we propose a solution for the automatic generation of tax-
onomies from customer service dialogue data. Such solution contributes to the
conversational agent use case by taking advantage of existing dialogues between
customers and agents as learning data about the domain, and by automatically
generating taxonomies as semantic structures for auditing the knowledge used
by the conversational agent. The main contributions of this paper are: the com-
parison of state-of-the-art Term Extraction features, the proposal of Taxonomy
Likelihood Scores to measure how likely a tree represents an actual taxonomy,
and the applicability of our solution to an anonymised financial customer service
use case provided by Fidelity Investments.

2 Related Work

DCAs need to have domain-specific knowledge in order to be effective interfaces
for human-computer interaction. Most attempts to represent such knowledge
have been based on extracting information directly from textual sources, such as
online discussion forums [19]. However, it has been identified that a structured
form of knowledge can provide a useful intermediate step. Sánchez-Dı́az et al. [26]
used a logical representation to apply chatbots as intelligent tutors, whereas
Semantic Web representations have been used in OntBot [3], through manually
designed ontologies, and DBpedia bot [7], by using an open domain knowledge
graph. However, none of these solutions is based on automatically generated
domain-specific taxonomies. (See Abdul-Kader et al. [1] for a survey.)

The approach we have defined in this paper consists of two steps. First we
extract the terms that are most relevant to the domain, a task referred to as auto-
matic term recognition (ATR). Current approaches to this task have employed a
varied suite of methods for extracting terms from text based on parts of speech
and metrics for assessing ‘termhood’ [15,29], domain modelling [11], and the
composition of multiple metrics in an unsupervised manner [5]. More recently,
these methods have been combined into off-the-shelf tools such as ATR4S [7]
and JATE [31], and our system is a similar implementation to ATR4S.

The second step organizes these terms into a taxonomy. Although similar to
hypernym learning [28], the challenges it proposes are quite different (see [10]).
Multiple string and grammar-based methods have been proposed, where baseline
systems have used string-based metrics with Hearst-like patterns learned from
text [23], while more advanced ones have been based on the concept of endocen-
tricity of terms to indicate a hypernym-like relationship [30]. Other methods not
based on grammar such as genetic algorithms [14] or word embeddings [17,27]
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have also been explored. We include these approaches in our system thus pro-
viding an integrated solution to both term and taxonomy extraction.

3 Task Definition

Taxonomy extraction consists of extracting a set of terms from a corpus and
organising them into a taxonomic structure [10], i.e. a hierarchical tree structure
where terms closer to the root of the tree are considered broader1 than terms
farther to the root.

Our framework for taxonomy extraction from text is divided into two steps:
automatic term recognition and taxonomy construction. The term recognition
step aims at detecting the most relevant terms (also referred to as keyphrases)
for a domain represented by a corpus. Based on this list of terms, the taxonomy
construction step aims at finding a suitable taxonomy that maintains the correct
broad/narrow relationship between terms.

Definition 1. Given a set of terms T in which each t ∈ T is represented by a
label tl. A taxonomy, T = (T,�), is then defined as a partial ordering of a set
of terms, T , satisfying the following constraints:

– (Reflexivity) t � t ∀t ∈ T
– (Antisymmetry) t1 � t2 and t2 � t1 if and only if t1 = t2 ∀t1, t2 ∈ T
– (Transitivity) t1 � t2 and t2 � t3 implies t1 � t3 ∀t1, t2, t3 ∈ T
– (Unique parent) if t1 � t2 and t1 � t3 then t2 � t3 or t3 � t2 ∀t1, t2, t3 ∈ T
– (Single root) There is some element r ∈ T such that t � r ∀t ∈ T

4 Automatic Term Recognition

Our proposed solution for term recognition uses a corpus-based approach based
on a pipeline of four consecutive steps (Fig. 1): (i) identification of candidate
terms, (ii) scoring, (iii) ranking, and (iv) filtering.

Fig. 1. Automatic term recognition pipeline.

The identification of candidate terms consists of identifying the key
terms appearing within each document. This is accomplished by detecting all
noun phrases appearing in the corpus that:
1 By ‘broader’ we do not mean hypernymy, but that the topic has a wider scope.
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– Contain a minimum and a maximum number of n-grams.
– Do not either start or end with a stopword [20].
– Follows a set of part-of-speech patterns empirically found to be associated

with terms [9,20].
– Occurs within the corpus at least a given number of times.

The scoring step provides a quantitative measurement for the relevance of
each candidate term to the domain in the corpus. As the notion of relevance
changes from one application area to another, the scoring step can make use of
one or multiple scoring functions more suitable for the underlying domain and
task. In this work we will explore the use of multiple combinations of scoring
functions for the choice of terms in the financial customer service domain.

Formally, consider C a corpus and t ∈ C a candidate term extracted in the
step for identification of candidate terms. The score for a given term t is a n-
tuple score(t) = (f1(t), f2(t), ..., fn(t)) given by a set of functions that indicate
the relevance of t in C for a task T .

In this work we evaluate scoring functions within four categories:

– Frequency of occurrences: scoring functions that consider only frequencies of
candidate terms within the corpus and/or frequency of words occurring within
candidate terms (TF-IDF, Residual IDF [13], C Value [4], ComboBasic [6]).

– Context of occurrences: scoring functions that follow the distributional
hypothesis [18] to distinguish terms from non-terms by considering the dis-
tribution of words in their contexts (PostRankDC [11]).

– Reference corpora: scoring functions based on the assumption that terms can
be distinguished from other words and collocations by comparing occurrence
statistics in the dataset against statistics from a reference corpus - usually of
general language/non specific domain (Weirdness [2], Relevance [24]).

– Topic modelling : scoring functions based on the idea that topic modelling
uncovers semantic information useful for term recognition, in particular that
the distribution of words over the topics found by the topic modelling is a
less noisy signal than the simple frequency of occurrences (Novel Topic Model
(NTM) [21]).

The ranking step sorts all candidate terms from the most relevant (i.e. high-
est score value) to the least relevant (i.e. lowest score value). However, depending
on the amount of scoring functions used, the ranking mechanism will be different:

– Single score: where only one score function is used, all terms are sorted in
ascending order of their associated score value.

– Voting : when more than one scoring function is used, the ranking is based on
the voting mechanism from [32] and happens in two steps. In the first step,
the single score procedure is applied to each scoring function used, resulting
in a set of ranked lists R – one list per scoring function. Next, the final ranking
position for a candidate term t is given by Eq. 1 where n is the number of
scoring functions used and Ri(t) is the rank position of t as provided by the
scoring function i.
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rank(t) =
n∑

i

1
Ri(t)

(1)

Last, the filtering step keeps only the top n terms after the ranking step
(where n is a parameter provided to the algorithm).

5 Taxonomy Construction

Taxonomy construction aims to build a taxonomy based on the terms extracted
by the automatic term recognition algorithm. The proposed pipeline consists
of two consecutive steps (Fig. 2): (i) pairwise scoring, and (ii) search. In the
first step, each pair of terms extracted {∀(c, d) ∈ T |c �= d} will receive a score
referring to the estimated probability p(c � d) that c is a narrower term than d.
This score will be based on the terms themselves and on their corpus frequency.
Based on this set of scores, the second step will search for a tree structure
that maximises the likelihood of it being a taxonomy, according to a pre-defined
taxonomy likelihood score. The result of this process is a taxonomy T containing
all the terms provided as input.

Fig. 2. Taxonomy construction pipeline.

5.1 Pairwise Scoring

Pairwise scoring aims at identifying, for a pair of terms (c, d) where c �= d, if c is
a narrower concept than d (c � d). In this work we accomplished this by using
a supervised learning setting.

For each pair of terms (c, d) a feature vector is created with features from
the following four categories:

– String-based features: Features in this category presume that shorter terms
embedded within longer ones are more general. For instance, ‘funds’ is more
general than ‘mutual funds’. Features in this category are: Inclusion, overlap,
and longest common substring (LCS). Inclusion is +1 if c is totally contained
within d, −1 if d is totally contained within c, or 0 otherwise. Overlap rep-
resents how many words are shared between two terms. Last, LCS measures
the longest string of characters shared by two terms.
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– Frequency-based features: This category assumes that the generality or speci-
ficity of a term influences its frequency in the domain corpus. Features in this
category are: relative frequency and term difference. Relative frequency mea-
sures the difference between the frequency of two terms (Eq. 2 where f(x)
denotes the frequency of term x). Term difference measures the difference
in the distribution of two terms (Eq. 3 where D(x) denotes the number of
documents in which the term x appears).

relativeFrequency(c, d) = log(
f(d)
f(c)

) (2)

termDifference =
|D(c) ∩ D(d)|

|D(d)| (3)

– Word embedding features: Features in this category intend to capture the
generality of a term by the relation it has with other terms in a shared latent
semantic space. For that, GloVe [25] vectors are gathered for each word within
a term c in order to generate a vector vc for the whole term using Single Value
Decomposition (SVD) [27]. Two approaches are used, each one leading to a
different word embedding feature: SVD average and SVD minmax. The word
embedding (WE) features used for pairwise scoring between a pair (c, d) will
be calculated according to Eq. 4.

WE(c, d) = vT
c Avd (4)

– Lexical features: Features in this category take advantage of existing lexical
databases (e.g. Wordnet [22]) with information on the generality of terms
(i.e. c � d). Features available are: complete hypernyms (CH) and word
hypernyms (WH). The CH feature measures if both terms appear related
(directly or indirectly) within the background database, whereas the WH
feature measures the presence of relations between any two pairs of words in
terms c and d according to Eq. 5.

WH(c, d) =
#words(tc) + #words(td)

2

∑
CH(wc, wd) (5)

A SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifier2 is then trained using a manually
created taxonomy with an associated corpus in the same domain. Each pair of
terms (c, d) where c �= d and c is a child of d in the training taxonomy is labelled
with +1, otherwise the pair is labelled as −1. The result of the classification is
the probability estimation for the class +1 which is then given as the estimate
for p(c � d).

5.2 Search

Based on the pairwise score between any two terms provided as input to the
taxonomy construction, the search step aims at identifying a tree structure that
2 Earlier versions of the system experimented with other classifiers, however we have
found that SVMs provide higher quality and robust performance.
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represents a taxonomy of these terms. In order to identify how close a tree
structure is to a valid taxonomy, a taxonomy likelihood score was designed. In
this work we design and evaluate three score functions: transitive, non-transitive,
and Bhattacharyya-Poisson. The goal for the search is to find a tree-structure
that maximises the taxonomy likelihood score. Here we also experimented with
two types of search methods: greedy and beam.

Taxonomy Likelihood Score

Transitive. The transitive score (Eq. 6) just follows the basic assumption that
the best taxonomy is the one that maximises the product of all p(c � d) for all
(c, d) pairs of terms. In practice, we take logs of the probabilities and maximise
the resulting sum (Eq. 7).

S(T ) =
∏

c�d

p(c � d) (6)

max
T

S(T ) = max
T

∑

c�d

log p(c � d) (7)

Non-transitive. In practice, the transitive score is not expected to work well
since it is maximised by taxonomies for which there are as few as possible pair
of terms (c, d) such that c � d. The most trivial case is when a taxonomy is
composed only by a single root term and all other terms are a direct child of it.
As such, taxonomies that are constructed from maximising the transitive score
tend to have a very large number of average children. In order to avoid that, the
non-transitive score (Eq. 8) considers only the set of direct children, which are
denoted by c ≤ d and should satisfy the following constraints:

– c ≤ d implies c � d.
– c � d implies there exists e such that c ≤ e and e � d.
– For all, c ≤ d there does not exist e, e �= d, e �= c, such that c ≤ e and e ≤ d.

SnonTransitive(T ) =
∏

c≤d

p(c � d) (8)

Bhattacharyya-Poisson. Despite the possible improvement given by the non-
transitive likelihood function, it may still lead to a single path (i.e. a tree with
just one branch), what differs from usual expectations for taxonomies as more
balanced trees (i.e. tree structures with multiple branches). In order to address
this, the Bhattacharyya-Poisson likelihood score takes into account the number
of children of each node in the tree.

Formally, let nc denote the number of terms in a taxonomy that have exactly
c children. If the tree was to be constructed in a truly random fashion we would
expect nc to be distributed according to a binomial distribution (Eq. 9). However,
in a completely balanced tree of N terms there are N − 1 direct children so that
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the number of children in each branch is p = (N−1)
b , where b is the number of

branches. In order to allow us to vary the average number of children in each
branch (λ), since taxonomies do not need to be completely balanced, we use the
Poisson distribution as an approximation for the binomial distribution (Eq. 10).
However, the constraints on what constitutes a taxonomy fix this value to very
near 1 and we wish to vary this in order to control the taxonomy structure. We
thus ignore the leaf nodes in the taxonomy (i.e., we ignore n0).

p(nc = m) = choose(N,m)pm(1 − p)N−m (9)

p(nc = m) � λme−λ

m!
(10)

In order to measure the similarity of the candidate taxonomy with this the-
oretical probability value we use the Bhattacharyya distance [8] that measures
the similarity of two (discrete) probability distributions p and q as provided in
Eq. 11. If we compare this to the actual children count in a taxonomy, we can
score a taxonomy as provided in Eq. 12. Finally, this is interpolated with the
previous metric to score a taxonomy as provided in Eq. 13.

B(p, q) =
∑

i

√
piqi (11)

BP (T ) =
N∑

i=1

niλ
nie−λ

(N − n0)ni!
(12)

SBP (T ) =
∏

c≤d

p(c � d) + αN × BP (T ) (13)

Search Method. Having chosen the likelihood score, the next step is to use a
search strategy that optimises this likelihood score. We used two search strate-
gies: (i) greedy, and (ii) beam.

Greedy. In this method, provided the pairwise scores for all pairs of terms, the
pair that has the maximal score for p(c � d) is added as c ≤ d. This process is
repeated until a full taxonomy is constructed, that is we take pairs c ≤ d that
satisfy the first four axioms of the taxonomy, from the first (reflexivity - unique
parent) until the final axiom is satisfied (single root), which means the taxonomy
is complete.

Beam. In contrast to the greedy method, where only a single partially con-
structed taxonomy is maintained, this method keeps a list of the top scoring
possible solutions. This list (also called beam) is of a fixed size, thus the addi-
tion of a new partial solution may cause the least scoring partial solution to be
dropped. Complete solutions are stored in a separate beam and the algorithm
proceeds until it has considered all possible pairs of concepts and returns the
highest scoring complete solution found.
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6 Experiments

6.1 Automatic Term Recognition

Our experiments were performed on an anonymised customer service chat-
log dataset containing 300,000 conversations provided by Fidelity Investments,
where any personal information was removed prior to using the data for this
project. In order to use such dataset, first we need to decide what is the unit of
analysis or, in other words, what would be considered a document in the corpus.
There are two obvious options: each interaction made by a customer or an agent,
or the whole customer-agent conversation. In our experiments we decided to use
the whole conversation as unit of analysis for two reasons: (i) to give priority to
terms frequent in conversations rather than those cited multiple times only in a
single conversation; and (ii) because different elements in a conversation could
provide contextual information for the terms extracted.

Also, in order to protect customers’ identities and personal data, the corpus
provided is full of anonymisation tokens, i.e. tokens that were put in place of
what would be sensitive information (e.g. name, email address, etc.). Before
conducting any experiment, a list of stopword terms was compiled containing
all anonymisation tokens appearing in the corpus so that these would not be
captured as terms due to their potential high frequency in the corpus.

After preprocessing the corpus, several experiments were conducted in order
to identify the most suitable configuration for automatic term recognition in the
customer-agent interaction scenario. First, we adjusted the hyper-parameters for
identification of candidate terms: the part-of-speech patterns used are given by
the literature [9,20], the list of stopwords includes common English stopwords
and the anonymisation tokes extracted, a relevant term should have frequency
higher than 2, and it should not have an unlimited size so we choose a maxi-
mum of 4-grams and we varied the minimum n-gram between 1 and 2. Table 1
summarises the configuration of each experiment.

For scoring functions we choose TF-IDF as a baseline due to its common use
in measuring relevant terms in a corpus. We also opted to have settings with one
function from each category to measure how they behave independently, except
the reference corpora category since using Wikipedia as background corpus could
give a high number of false positive terms if used alone. Also, we included a
configuration (TE1 and TE2) that has demonstrated positive results in previous
experiments. And last, due to the positive results of the use of ComboBasic (TE2

long) we experimented combining it with a reference corpora scoring function.
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Table 1. Configuration of each automatic term recognition experiment

Experiment n-gram Scoring function Ranking

Min Max Frequency Context Reference

corpora

Topic modelling

TE baseline 1 4 tf-idf - - - Single

TE baseline long 2 4 tf-idf - - - Single

TE1 1 4 tf-idf - Weirdness - Voting

Residual Idf

C Value

ComboBasic

TE1 long 2 4 tf-idf - Weirdness - Voting

Residual Idf

C Value

ComboBasic

TE2 1 4 ComboBasic - - - Single

TE2 long 2 4 ComboBasic - - - Single

TE3 long 2 4 ComboBasic - Relevance - Voting

TE4 1 4 - PostRankDC - - Single

TE4 long 2 4 - PostRankDC - - Single

TE5 1 4 - - - NTM Single

TE5 long 2 4 - - - NTM Single

Results and Discussion. The evaluation of the automatic term recognition
experiments was based on the manual evaluation of a list of terms. A group
of domain experts from Fidelity Investments who are familiar with financial
industry taxonomies were asked to evaluate the relevance of each term to the
financial domain according to a 5-point Likert-type scale (from irrelevant to very
relevant). Any term rated as either 4 or 5 by a majority of annotators (i.e. at
least four annotators) was considered a relevant term in the financial domain.

The list of terms for evaluation was generated by merging the top 100 terms
extracted by each experiment, removing duplicates and ranking them using the
Mean Reciprocal Rank [16]. The final list was then limited to a manageable
number of terms (200 terms) sent for manual validation by a team of experts in
the financial customer service domain. Since each term may appear in more than
one experiment, Table 1 reports how much of the evaluation list is covered by
each experiment. The result of each experiment is then evaluated using precision,
i.e. the proportion of correct terms among those appearing in the evaluation set.
Based on this evaluation, the experiments TE2 log and TE3 were the ones to
provide the best results in our experiments (Table 2).

The positive results using the ComboBasic feature are mostly due to its abil-
ity to remove conversational words (such as “good morning”, “thanks”). Because
greetings do not appear in the corpus either as part of longer combination of
words (e.g. “good morning” will not typically be a substring of any longer noun
phrase), or as an aggregation of smaller and frequent terms (e.g. “morning” is
not a frequent term in the corpus and “good” is not even considered a term for
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Table 2. Evaluation of automatic term recognition experiments

Experiment Coverage (%) Precision (%)

TE baseline 36 48.6

TE baseline long 38.5 59.7

TE1 47 50.0

TE1 long 41.5 59.0

TE2 30.5 54.1

TE2 long 37.5 65.3

TE3 long 37.5 65.3

TE4 45 56.7

TE4 long 30.5 62.3

TE5 21.5 30.2

TE5 long 21.5 30.2

being an adjective), then the requirements for frequency and term embeddedness
expected by ComboBasic will be less likely to consider greetings as terms.

The drawback of using ComboBasic, on the other hand, is that it fails to
retrieve terms of different lengths. In fact, only the experiment TE5 retrieved a
mix of single and multi-word terms. Also, other irrelevant terms that could have
been removed by filtering out common out-of-domain terms using the weirdness
feature (TE3 long) did not have the expected result. The interpretation we give
is that Wikipedia is not the most suitable corpus for this use case. Instead, in
future work, we would like to experiment with customer service data in other
domains so that we could remove terms that are common to customer service
domain in general while keeping those that are specific to customer service in
the financial domain. The difficulty lies in the availability of such datasets.

6.2 Taxonomy Construction

The objective of our taxonomy construction experiments are twofold: (i) to eval-
uate the combination of likelihood score and search methods that generate the
best taxonomy structure; and (ii) to verify the impact of using an in-domain
taxonomy as training data for the pairwise scoring function.

In order to separate the error generated by the automatic term recognition
from the results of the taxonomy construction, we did not use the terms extracted
previously. Instead, three manually constructed financial taxonomies provided by
Fidelity Investments (financial products, financial sectors, and financial topics)
were used to inform the terms to be used in each experiment. The products
taxonomy was used to train the in-domain model for pairwise scoring while the
remaining taxonomies were used as gold standard for evaluation.

First, two pairwise scoring models were trained using LibSVM [12], a library
for support vector classification. The first model is trained on an out-of-domain
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taxonomy (food domain) and background corpus provided by the TexEval chal-
lenge [10]. The second model is trained using the products taxonomy and the
pages in the Fidelity.com website as a corpus for extraction of features required
by the Pairwise Scoring algorithm. All relationships between terms (c, d) appear-
ing in the training taxonomy are given as positive examples (+1) and any other
combination of terms is a negative example (−1). As the negative class sample is
very large we perform negative sampling, with a fixed ratio of 5 negative exam-
ples to each positive one. The pairwise scoring uses the probability estimation
in LibSVM by returning the probability that the class is +1 as p(c � d).

The workflow for comparison of taxonomy construction configurations using
the different models is the following:

– Step1. The term extraction algorithm was used to extract from the chatlog
dataset the frequency of each term in the gold standard TGOLD taxonomy.

– Step2. The taxonomy construction algorithm was applied using the term fre-
quencies from step 1, varying the configuration (Table 3) and model to be
evaluated.

Table 3. Configuration of each taxonomy construction experiment

Likelihood score

Search Transitive Non-transitive Bhattacharyya-Poisson

Greedy TA1 TA2 TA3

Beam TA4 TA5 TA6

The unit of analysis for our evaluation is each pair of concepts x and y where
there is a relation x � y. Note that transitivity was not taken into consideration,
therefore only direct connection between terms was considered. The results of
each run were evaluated using link precision as described in Eq. 14, where T is
the resulting taxonomy provided by the taxonomy construction algorithm, and
TGOLD is the taxonomy provided as the expected result.

precision(T, TGOLD) =
|{(x � y) ∈ T ∧ (x � y) ∈ TGOLD}|

|{(x � y) ∈ T}| (14)

Results and Discussion. The problem of taxonomy construction is very chal-
lenging, and previous evaluations such as TexEval [10] have only reported preci-
sion as high as 30%. One challenge is that the structure of multiple taxonomies
in the same domain may vary considerably, therefore it is difficult to take advan-
tage of the overall structure of one taxonomy when the best structure in another
occasion may be completely different. Therefore, due to the multiple challenges
in the automatic generation of a taxonomy structure (see [10]), a precision mea-
sure of 20% can already be considered as a strong result.
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From the perspective of the logical connection between terms in the taxon-
omy, the best performing setting (Table 4) was the one using the Bhattacharyya-
Poisson likelihood score function, greedy search strategy, and the in-domain
model (using the products taxonomy as background knowledge). This setting
consistently gave better results than all the others on the three taxonomies
available. It is important to note, however, that only the sectors and topics tax-
onomies were used as gold standard since the products taxonomy was the one
used as training data. The results using the products taxonomy are displayed
only to contrast the impact of using an in-domain taxonomy versus using an out-
of-domain one to train the pairwise scoring model. In fact, the results suggest
that the choice of likelihood score and search method have a higher contribution
to the quality of the final taxonomy than the domain of the taxonomy used
to train the pairwise scoring algorithm. Therefore, we infer that the taxonomy
construction framework can be successfully applied to other customer service
domains where there is no background taxonomy to train the pairwise scoring
model.

Table 4. Precision (%) of taxonomy construction algorithm

Search method Likelihood score function Out-of-Domain model In-Domain model

Products Sectors Topics Products Sectors Topics

Greedy Transitive 16.86 11.25 11.41 7.28 8.75 7.38

Non-Transitive 17.62 12.50 11.41 21.84 15.00 13.42

BP 17.62 12.50 12.08 22.22 16.25 13.42

Beam Transitive 4.21 1.25 1.34 3.83 1.25 0.67

Non-Transitive 16.86 11.25 10.74 16.48 8.75 8.72

BP 18.01 12.50 10.74 15.33 8.75 9.40

In general, the pairwise scoring model is just one element that impacts on
the final taxonomy built from text. In some cases its use provided better results
and in some cases not. Overall, the choices of likelihood score function and
search strategy had a higher impact on the quality of the final taxonomy than
the taxonomy provided for pairwise scoring training. Nonetheless, the use of
a domain taxonomy as background knowledge showed between 10% and 25%
improvement in the precision when using the non-transitive score or BP functions
with the greedy search.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a solution for the automatic extraction of taxonomies,
motivated by its use by conversational agents, and applied this solution to an
anonymised customer service dialogue data provided by Fidelity Investments.

We evaluated multiple methods for automatic term recognition, where Com-
boBasic was the most suitable term scoring function for the dataset used.
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Also, we introduced multiple functions to evaluate the likelihood that a tree
structure is a taxonomy and evaluated their efficacy in taxonomy extraction.
Furthermore, our results suggest that despite our approach benefiting from in-
domain data, it does not require the taxonomy used for training to be in the
same domain of the business, which makes our solution applicable to customer
service domains where a manually created taxonomy is not available.

In future work, we plan to explore: the use of customer service text datasets
in other domains as background knowledge to remove greetings and other out-
of-domain terms, the design of likelihood scores that take into consideration the
desired graph structure of the taxonomy, and the application of the extracted
taxonomy in a conversational agent.
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